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I. PURPOSE OF REQUEST  

The Village of Hinsdale (“Village”) is soliciting proposals from qualified vendors to assist 
in the assessment and selection of an Enterprise Resource Planning (“ERP”) system 
implementation consultant. The intent of this Request for Qualifications (“RFQ”) is to 
establish a contract between the Village and a qualified professional with Enterprise 
Resource Planning System implementation experience to perform the scope of work 
being requested.  
The Village anticipates the following schedule:  

• 9/5/18: Advertise RFQ  
• 9/11/18: Proposals due to Village at 11:00 a.m. CST 
• 9/12/18: Finalist Interviews (at the option of the Village)  
• 9/18/18: Village Board meeting – contract approval   
• 10/1/18: Anticipated project start date 

 
II. INSTRUCTIONS TO PROPOSERS  
 

A. Upon release of this RFQ, communications concerning this RFQ should be directed to 
the RFQ Coordinator listed below. Unauthorized contact regarding this RFQ may 
result in disqualification. Any verbal communications will be considered unofficial 
and non-binding on the Village. The vendor should rely only on written statements 
issued by the RFQ Coordinator.  

 
Village of Hinsdale RFQ Coordinator  
Emily Wagner 
Administration Manager 
19 E. Chicago Avenue 
Hinsdale, IL 60521 
ewagner@villageofhinsdale.org 
630.789.7005 
 

B. Requests for clarification or additional information must be made in writing via email to 
the RFQ Coordinator. The Village will acknowledge receipt of all requests for 
clarification by email and will reply in a timely manner. 

 
C. Proposals must be in a sealed envelope and clearly marked as: “Sealed Proposal - 

ERP Implementation Consultant.” Proposals must be received by 11:00 a.m., local 
time, on September 11, 2018. Three paper copies of the proposal must be 
submitted. In addition, one electronic copy of the proposal and any supporting 
documentation in PDF format must be submitted on a USB flash drive. Proposals 
submitted by telephone, facsimile or electronic transmission will not be accepted. 
Proposers accept all risks of late delivery of mailed proposals, regardless of fault. 
Proposals arriving after the deadline will be returned unopened and will not be 
considered.  

 
All proposals shall be submitted in a sealed envelope to:  
Village of Hinsdale RFQ Coordinator  
Emily Wagner 

mailto:ewagner@villageofhinsdale.org
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Administration Manager 
19 E. Chicago Avenue 
Hinsdale, IL 60521 
ewagner@villageofhinsdale.org 
630.789.7005 

 
D. Proposals should be prepared simply and economically, providing a straight forward, 

concise description of the proposer’s capabilities to perform the services identified 
in this RFQ. Special bindings, colored displays, promotional material, etc. are not 
desired. Emphasis should be on completeness and clarity of content.  

 
E. Failure to comply with any section of the RFQ may result in rejection of the proposal 

as non-responsive.  
 
III. BACKGROUND  
 
The Village of Hinsdale is a dynamic community of approximately 17,000 residents located 
primarily in DuPage County. With a thriving business district, close proximity to Chicago via 
the Metra rail, and a diverse array of retail options, Hinsdale is an ideal place to live, work 
and shop.  The Village is a non home-rule community. The Village has approximately 120 
employees total, both full-time and part-time, in seven operating departments – Village 
Manager’s Office, Community Development, Finance, Fire, Parks & Recreation, Police and 
Public Works. The Village follows a May 1 fiscal year.  
 
The Village desires to replace its existing ERP system software with a new software system. 
The Village has been running its current system, IDC/Aptean, for at least 20 years.  The 
Village is recommending the Munis software product, made by Tyler Technologies, as the 
new software system.  
 
The current system is outdated and inefficient.  The Village seeks to efficiently implement the 
Munis software system and the following modules: 
 

• Citizen Self-Service 
• Utility Billing 
• Cash Management 
• Cashiering 
• Accounts Payable 
• Accounts Receivable  
• Business Licensing 
• Budgeting 
• General Ledger & Accounting 
• General Billing 

• Purchasing 
• Payroll 
• Human Resources & Talent Management 
• Employee Self-Service 
• Project & Grant Accounting 
• Permits & Code Enforcement 
• Public Works Asset Management 
• Comprehensive Annual Finance Report Development 
• Digital Imaging for Paperless Processes 
• Reporting & Analytics  
• Parking Tickets 

 
 
 
 
IV.     SCOPE OF WORK 

 
The Village is seeking proposals for a 24-month period. The  Village  requires  a qualified  

professional  with  proven  experience  in ERP implementation,  including  overall project   
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management,  process   assessment,   process   improvement,  needs   assessment,  and 
implementation to provide direction  for implementation of a comprehensive  ERP system. 
 

A. Process Assessment and Improvement 
 

The focus of this phase is to conduct process assessment, process improvement, 
and gather functionality requirements needed to run and streamline the Village’s 
business practices coordinated with the implementation of the ERP system. 
Departments will be interviewed to determine process assessment, process 
improvement and requirements, with industry bes t  practices considered. The 
selected consultant must have the ability to coordinate and deliver the following:      
 
Responsibilities include: 

1. Identify key stakeholders and personnel for information gathering meetings. 
 

2. Develop a timeline for the assessment and recommendations to meet other 
implementation deadlines. 

 
3. Meet with Village personnel across all impacted departments for each 

process addressed to complete current process assessment and needs 
assessment. 

a. Review of Village’s existing systems, including processes, users, 
reports and controls. Identify existing systems’ strengths and 
weakness, and where applicable, identifying inefficient practices and 
methods to streamline business processes independent of current 
software system capabilities. 

b. Define   current    systems’   constraints and   identify   improvements   
to   existing procedures and business processes. 

c. Define and document the Village’s goals and objectives for the 
processes including desired improvements and their priorities.  

 
4. Develop process recommendations to meet Village goals and objectives and 

maximize the utilization of system functionality. 
a. Develop and provide specific process workflows tailored to the Village. 
b. Provide specific measures for improvement based on the 

recommended process flow. 
c. Assist the Village in communication of the desired process to the ERP 

vendor to set the implementation direction. 
d. Include discussions on best practices and process improvements. 

 
5. Provide a post live review for the process to evaluate the outcome of the 

implementation in obtaining the Village’s goals, priorities, and recommended 
process flows. 

a. Identify and communicate any existing gaps. 
b. Identify, document and report any open issues for resolution. 
c. Identify, document and communicate any process or configuration 

changes necessary to better meet the Village defined outcomes. 
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d. Develop a plan to resolve open issues, close any gaps, and complete 
process or configuration changes. 

 

Describe your process and/or provide examples as requested: 

1. Provide examples of recommendations you have provided other clients. 
 

2. Provide a post live review agenda. 
 

3. Provide a post live review report that you have previously provided on a 
project. 
 

4. Explain how you document and track open issues for resolution. 
 

5. What tools and methodologies do you use to communicate process changes 
to the vendor? 
 

6. Provide an example gap analysis. 
 

7. Provide sample drawings of current and desired state. 
 

8. Provide examples of dollars and time saved previous clients in past projects 
based on process recommendations provided. 
 

9. Provide a sample implementation checklist from a previous project. 
 

10. How do you manage the implementation to ensure it is consistent with the 
recommendations? 

 
 

B. Implementation and Data Conversion:  Project Management 
 
The selected consultant must have the ability to coordinate and deliver the 
following:      

 
Responsibilities Include: 
1. Facilitate identification of project stakeholders. 

 
2. Formalize a consultant communications plan. 

a. Include a weekly summary of progress, decisions, issues and actions to 
core project team. 

 
3. Work with the selected ERP vendor to develop a detailed implementation 

project plan. 
a. Include review and analysis of the implementation timeline. 
b. Include review of key milestones with anticipated dates. 
c. Include re c o mm e nde d  training and data conversion timeline. 
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d. Meet with vendor representatives to communicate timetables  and 
expectations. 

 
4. Monitor implementation plan. 

a. Identify and address ways to minimize project risks. 
b. Review and comment, as needed, on progress toward achieving 

activities and milestones defined in the project timeline. 
c. Organize  and  schedule  weekly  meetings  with  Village core  project  

team  to  review progress,  issues and actions that need to be taken. 
d. Provide support to the Village to ensure Vendor sessions are effective, 

efficient and maintain the project timeline. 
 

5. Monitor data conversion/migration. 
 

6. Develop a strategy for key conversions such as the Village’s property file and 
customer file. 
 

7. Track decisions, keeping an up-to-date decisions log. 
 

8. Provide a consolidated system to track issues, current status, and task 
assignment for resolution, issue closure and resolution.  
 

9. Facilitate project meetings. 
a. Work with Village staff to organize, plan, attend and oversee project 

meetings, which may include the entire project team or only core 
project team. 

 
10. Project issue resolution and escalation assistance. 

 
11. Provide support and guidance to ensure vendor sessions are effective and 

efficient. 
 

12. Provide a “go live” checklist to ensure Village readiness for go live. 
 

13. Monitor vendor compliance with statement of work and negotiated contract. 
 
Describe your process and/or provide examples as requested: 

1. Describe the method and process to ensure that, at go live, the project is closed.  
In other words, there are no significant project tasks that remain “undone” and 
require additional work.  
 

2. Provide an example of the weekly summary progress report. 
 

3. Describe the tools and methodology utilized to track project decisions. 
 

4. Provide an example decision log used in past projects. 
 

5. Describe the tools and methodology utilized to track and manage issues to 
resolution. 
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6. Provide an example issue log used in past projects. 

 
7. Explain the process and methodology for development of conversion strategy. 

 
8. Describe the tools and methodology utilized to track and manage the project 

plan. 
 

9. Explain the process and tools utilized to communicate project tasks to Village 
project team members. 
 

10. Describe a time when you were able to save a customer money based on 
effective oversight of the project contract. 

 
Implementation: Transition to Live Processing and User Acceptance Testing 
 
Responsibilities Include: 

1. Develop user acceptance test scripts tailored to Village specific processes to ensure 
the ERP system configuration matches the Village’s goals and desired processes. 
 

2. Provide oversight and management of testing. 
 

3. Provide tools to capture and manage test completion and outcomes. 
 

4. Provide tools to track and manage issues discovered through testing. 
 

5. Assist and support follow up and, as necessary, escalation of issues to resolution. 
 
Describe your process and/or provide examples as requested: 

1. Describe the process for gathering and understanding Village implementation 
goals, desired process, and desired configuration for development of user 
acceptance test scripts. 
 

2. Explain your approach to ensure the user acceptance test scripts are tailored to 
the Village. 
 

3. Provide an example of user acceptance test scripts developed for a previous 
project. 
 

4. Describe the tools and methodologies for assignment of test scripts and tracking 
test completion and outcomes. 
 

5. Describe the tools and methodologies employed to capture issues discovered 
through testing, including the status, action items, and resolution. 

 
Transition to Live Processing:  Training and Desktop Procedures 
For purposes of this RFQ, “desktop procedures” shall mean detailed work instructions 
pertaining to a specific task. 
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Responsibilities Include: 

1. Assist with development of a project plan for training. 
 

2. Assist with transition to live processing. 
 

3. Monitor Village personnel training. 
 

4. Provide customized training documentation for the Village of Hinsdale based on 
Hinsdale specific processes. 

 
Describe your process and/or provide examples as requested: 

1. Describe the process for gathering and understanding Village process and 
policies for development of tailored desktop procedures? 
 

2. Explain your approach to ensure the desktop procedures are tailored to the 
Village. 
 

3. Provide an example of desktop procedures developed for a previous project. 
 
 
V. PROPOSAL FORMAT  
 

A. RFQ cover letter – a signed letter briefly stating the proposer’s understanding of the 
work to be done in compliance with this RFQ, a statement of why the firm believes 
itself to be the best qualified firm to perform the service, and a statement that the 
proposal is a firm and irrevocable offer for 120 days. The cover letter must be 
signed by an authorized representative of the firm. The Village is seeking a 
proposal for 24 months.  

 
B. Response to each item in Section IV. (Scope of Work) by providing:  

i. An overview of the proposal  
ii. Detailed technical response  
iii. Detailed costs of each section as identified in Exhibit B 

 
C. At a minimum, provide samples for the following deliverables identified in Section IV. 

(Scope of Work) for like services at a client similar to the Village, especially 
municipalities that use a Tyler product, specifically Munis:  

i. Project scope 
iii. Cost analysis  

 
D. The cost of services to be provided and an explanation of the basis on which fees are 

determined. All potential services and associated pricing must be disclosed. The 
cost proposal must include a not-to-exceed amount as outlined in the scope of 
work.  

 
E. Resume(s) of staff to be assigned to this project.  

 
F. Minimum of five professional references for similar size municipality projects:  
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1. Provide contact name and number for each reference (see Exhibit A).  
2. Brief description of similar project (see Exhibit A).  

 
 
VI. EVALUATION CRITERIA AND SELECTION PROCESS  
 

The Village reserves the right to designate proposers as qualified and to prepare a list 
ranking those designated as qualified on the basis of the Village’s determination, in its 
sole discretion, of the best interest of the Village and the project.  
 
 
A. It is anticipated that a group of consultant finalists might be selected for in-house 

interviews by a Village staff RFQ review committee to be conducted in Hinsdale, 
Illinois, on September 12, 2018. The firm must have the ability to meet with this 
committee.  
 

B. The Village will evaluate proposals in a fair, consistent and objective manner. 
Selection of the consultant shall be based on response to questions or requirements 
identified in this RFQ and possible in-house interviews. The final recommendation will 
be made by a Village staff RFQ review committee for Village Board consideration and 
approval. The Village staff RFQ review committee will consider all RFQ responses.  
 

C. The following criteria will be used in the evaluation and selection of the consultant. 
Note that this is not a comprehensive list and is not in order of priority:  

i. Completeness of proposal.  
ii. Conformance to RFQ requirements.  
iii. Availability and ability to meet the Village’s anticipated schedule.  
iv. Qualifications – Include a summary of the firm’s qualification to perform 

the work outlined in the RFQ (see Section V. A). A current resume must 
be provided for the individual(s) designated to work on this project (see 
Section V. E).  

v. Client References – Include a minimum of five references from similar 
projects (see Exhibit A and Section V. F).  

vi. Cost Proposal – Exhibit A.  
vii. Finalist Interviews – a group of finalists might be chosen for in-house 

interviews on September 12, 2018 (Section VI. A). 
 

VII. RESERVATION OF RIGHTS  
 

The Village reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to use without limitation, any and all 
information, concepts and data submitted in response to this RFQ, or derived by further 
investigation thereof. The Village further reserves the right at any time and for any reason 
to modify, cancel or reissue this RFQ, to reject any or all proposals, to supplement, add 
to, delete from or otherwise change this RFQ, if conditions dictate or to take any other 
action deemed to be in the best interests of the Village. The Village may seek clarifications 
from a vendor at any time and failure to respond promptly may be cause for rejection. The 
Village also reserves the right to interview only those firms it determines shall provide the 
most advantageous services and to negotiate with one or more vendors to develop 
contract terms acceptable to The Village.  
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IX. TERMS AND CONDITIONS  
 

A. The Village reserves the right to change the RFQ schedule or issue amendments to 
this RFQ at any time. The Village also reserves the right to waive any irregularities 
or informalities in the selection process and to accept or reject any item or 
combination of items. The Village reserves the right to request clarification of 
information from any vendor or to request supplemental material deemed 
necessary to assist in the evaluation of the proposal. The Village reserves the right 
to effect any agreement deemed by the Village to be in its best interest. This RFQ 
does not obligate the Village to accept or contract for any expressed or implied 
services.  

 
B. In the event that the proposer, to whom the services are awarded, does not execute 

a contract within 30 calendar days after Village Board approval, the Village may 
give notice to such proposer of intent to award the contract to the next most 
qualified proposer or to call for new proposals and may proceed to act accordingly.  

 
C. Any proposal may be withdrawn up until the date and time set above for the opening 

of proposals by written request to the RFQ Coordinator. Any proposals not so 
withdrawn shall constitute an irrevocable offer, for a period of 120 days, to provide 
the Village the services set forth in the attached specifications, or until one or more 
of the proposals have been approved by the Village Board, whichever occurs first.  

 
D. Responses to this RFQ shall be opened in private by Village officials to avoid 

disclosure of contents that may contain confidential or proprietary information to 
competing proposers.  

 
E. The Village will not be liable for any costs, losses, damages or expenses incurred by 

proposers in replying to this RFQ, or incurred as a result of an cancellation, 
modification, or other action by the Village.  

 
F. An agreement resulting from the acceptance of a proposal shall be on forms approved 

by the Village’s legal counsel. Any agreement shall provide that the Village may 
terminate the Agreement for any reason upon thirty (30) days’ notice, with no 
obligation other than to pay for services rendered prior to termination. The Village 
reserves the right to reject any agreement which does not conform to the RFQ, the 
proposal of the firm concerned and/or the Village’s requirements for agreements 
and contracts.  

 
G. Any modifications to or clarifications of this RFQ, and any addenda to this RFQ, will 

be distributed by the Village via the Village’s website and through email. 
 

H. The documents submitted in response to this request for proposals become a public 
record upon submission to the Village, subject to mandatory disclosure upon 
request by any person, unless the documents are exempted from public disclosure 
by a specific provision of the law. The Village assumes no contractual obligation 
to enforce any exemption.  
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X. EXCEPTIONS TO SPECIFICATIONS  
 

Any exceptions to these specifications shall be listed and fully explained on a separate 
page(s) entitled "Exceptions to Specifications", prepared by the proposer on its firm's 
letterhead, to be attached to and submitted with these documents at the time of 
submission of the proposal. Each exception must refer to the page number and paragraph 
to which it pertains. The nature of each exception shall be fully explained. Proposers are 
cautioned that any exceptions to these specifications may be cause for rejection of the 
proposal.  
 
Should a proposer submit a proposal where any exception is not clearly marked, 
described and explained, the Village will consider the proposal to be in strict compliance 
with these specifications. If then awarded an agreement, the successful proposer shall 
comply with all requirements in accordance with these specifications. 
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EXHIBIT A 
 

List of Current Municipal Accounts 
Reference Contacts 

 
Name of Firm:    

 
Provide five municipal ERP references. 
 

Municipality Period 
Handled 

Project Budget Project 
Timeline 

Services Provided 

  Original Budget: 
 
Ending Budget: 

Original Start 
Date: 
 
Original End 
Date: 
 
Actual Start 
Date: 
 
Actual End Date: 

 

  Original Budget: 
 
Ending Budget: 

Original Start 
Date: 
 
Original End 
Date: 
 
Actual Start 
Date: 
 
Actual End Date: 

 

  Original Budget: 
 
Ending Budget: 

Original Start 
Date: 
 
Original End 
Date: 
 
Actual Start 
Date: 
 
Actual End Date: 
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Municipality Period 
Handled 

Project Budget Project 
Timeline 

Services Provided 

  Original Budget: 
 
Ending Budget: 

Original Start 
Date: 
 
Original End 
Date: 
 
Actual Start 
Date: 
 
Actual End Date: 

 

  Original Budget: 
 
Ending Budget: 

Original Start 
Date: 
 
Original End 
Date: 
 
Actual Start 
Date: 
 
Actual End Date: 
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EXHIBIT B 
PROPOSAL  
 

Please provide a cost for the following services outlined in Section IV for a 24-month period. 
 

 
Scope of Work Cost 
Process Assessment and Improvement  

Implementation: Data Conversion and Project 
Management 

 

Implementation: Transition to Live Processing and 
User Acceptance Testing 

 

Training and Desktop Procedures  

 
 

Please provide answers to the following questions listed in Section IV. 
 

Process Assessment and Improvement 
 
Describe your process and/or provide examples as requested: 
 

1. Provide examples of recommendations you have provided other clients. 
 

2. Provide a post live review agenda. 
 

3. Provide a post live review report that you have previously provided on a 
project. 
 

4. Explain how you document and track open issues for resolution. 
 

5. What tools and methodologies do you use to communicate process changes 
to the vendor? 
 

6. Provide an example gap analysis. 
 

7. Provide sample drawings of current and desired state. 
 

8. Provide examples of dollars and time saved previous clients in past projects 
based on process recommendations provided. 
 

9. Provide a sample implementation checklist from a previous project. 
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10. How do you manage the implementation to ensure it is consistent with the 

recommendations? 
 
 

Implementation: Data Conversion and Project Management 
  
Describe your process and/or provide examples as requested: 
 

1. Describe the method and process to ensure that, at go live, the project is closed.  
In other words, there are no significant project tasks that remain “undone” and 
require; 
 

2. Provide an example of the weekly summary progress report. 
 

3. Describe the tools and methodology utilized to track project decisions. 
 

4. Provide an example decision log used in past projects. 
 

5. Describe the tools and methodology utilized to track and manage issues to 
resolution. 
 

6. Provide an example issue log used in past projects. 
 

7. Explain the process and methodology for development of conversion strategy. 
 

8. Describe the tools and methodology utilized to track and manage the project 
plan. 
 

9. Explain the process and tools utilized to communicate project tasks to Village 
project team members. 
 

10. Describe a time when you were able to save a customer money based on 
effective oversight of the project contract. 
 

 
Implementation: Transition to Live Processing and User Acceptance Testing 
 
Describe your process and/or provide examples as requested: 
 

1. Describe the process for gathering and understanding Village implementation 
goals, desired process, and desired configuration for development of user 
acceptance test scripts. 
 

2. Explain your approach to ensure the user acceptance test scripts are tailored to 
the Village. 
 

3. Provide an example of user acceptance test scripts developed for a previous 
project. 
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4. Describe the tools and methodologies for assignment of test scripts and tracking 

test completion and outcomes. 
 

5. Describe the tools and methodologies employed to capture issues discovered 
through testing, including the status, action items, and resolution. 

 
 

Training and Desktop Procedures 
 
Describe your process and/or provide examples as requested: 
 

1. Describe the process for gathering and understanding Village process and 
policies for development of tailored desktop procedures? 
 

2. Explain your approach to ensure the desktop procedures are tailored to the 
Village. 
 

3. Provide an example of desktop procedures developed for a previous project. 
 


